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Next Deadline for MA Y Articles: 
April 24, 1998 OR BEFORE. THANK 

YOU. 
Address for Stardust: Articles may be 

submitted by E-mail to: 
stardust@worldgate.com Or by mail I in 

person (buck naked) to: Harris (or 
Karen) Christian, 1498 Knottwood Road 

North, Edmonton, Alberta T6K 2K1. 
Our phone number is (403)461-4933. 
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The Importance Of 
Continuity: 

Hey! It's Really, 
Really, Really I mpor
tant to Have This As
pect In Not Just Some 
Things But Everything 

(continued on page 5) 
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Dear Aunt Agatha, the starBUST columnist: 

Did I have an interesting experience last nightl It was almost dark when I decided to go for a walk in that park 
just south of us and as I returned home, I had to pass through the parking lot for the second time. Well you 
should have seen the congestionl There were vehicles and people everywhere, and dotted among the 
vehicles were almost as many strange looking machines. The machines were of various sizes, and as I 
paused on the edge of the trees it struck me that some of the smaller ones looked like Gattling guns mounted 
on their tripods, while the larger ones resembled cannons. It gave me quite a fright. 

Most of the people were very heavily dressed, almost as if they were undertaking an arctic excursion. 
One person even had on what appeared to be a baby cap - you know the old-fashioned kind like the one your 
little Jenny had as a baby. Others appeared to have black cloths over their heads (may be it was some kind 
of a fashion statement?) 

There seemed to be no lack of provisions as everyone had a good supply of munchies and a thermos 
full of something. You should have seen the brief cases, duffel bags, suitcases and other paraphernalia 
scattered around. Boyl These people certainly don't travellightl 

At each machine, there were one or two attendants who seemed very absorbed in their tasks. They 
would spend a great deal of time just standing looking in a pipe sticking out of the side of the cannons, or in the 
case of the Gattling guns, sticking out the back. I could see small dots of red light flickering here and there 
and as I ventured closer, I could see that they were trying to use those faint red lights to look at their maps 
(although I can't imagine why, they certainly didn't seem to be going anywhere). 

At times the people's speech resembled English, they discussed limiting magnitudes and a Mr. Messier 
(I didn't catch his first name). Most of the time however they spoke in some type of a code about M31 , NGC's, 
and PK something or other. There must have been some high mathematics involved as I distinctly heard 
someone say, "he was going to crank up to 300 power on M31 " (Maybe that's what the brief cases were for, 
but I never saw anyone using a calculator) . 

As I listened intently, I could hear several of the people mumbling to themselves, and a few even 
seemed to be drawing diagrams (No, I don't know why Aunt Agatha). There was one group of them sitting 
around in a circle but not talking very much and every so often one of them would yell "TIME" but no one would 
reply, and I don't think anyone would be serving beer out there. 

Although of every shape and size, several of the nearby machines had one thing in common ... if one 
of them was swung around and pointed in a certain direction the rest of them all would do the same. While I 
was thinking about this a man walked over and unwrapped some camouflage that he had around one of the 
machines, and then took a shower cap off each end of it! Another man was using a blow dryer on his 
machine. I started to feel quite at home; anyone who knows how to use a blow dryer is all right in my books. 
Another fellow had a great huge ladder but no other equipment, when asked what he was doing he replied 
"just practicing". Another guy seemed quite put out when somebody referred to his instrument as a 10 incher 
whereupon he replied "it's a 10.1 incher I keep telling youl" 

I grew quite bold and decided to join one of the groups, but just as I was approaching them a small 
shaft of white light came on in one of the vehicles. Thunderous roars of ''TURN OUT THE LIGHT" echoed 
through the night. I don't mind telling you I froze in my tracks. Time stood still for a few minutesll Until 
someone hollered "Sorry", and amid a few muffled harsh words and a bit of general growling the people 
gradually returned to their tasks. 
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I decided caution was the better part of valor, but not wanting to draw any attention I made my way across the 
parking lot with as fast a step as I could muster. As I looked back over the red light district, I was puzzled as 
to the reason all these people had gathered in this place. I thought about what I had observed for the longest 
time but it wasn't until I was almost asleep later that the answer came to me like a bolt of lightening .... They 
were looking for UFO's. 

Hope your bursitis isn't acting up too much Aunt Agatha. Will drop by for Sunday tea, and catch up on 
all the family gossip. Bye for now. 

(continued from page 3) 

- Your favourite (I hope) niece, 
Penelope. 

That You Write In This 
Newsletter 
Well , another month has passed, it's been cloudy much of the time, and as usual I don't have a whole lot to 
say .. . the difference is that this month I will formally recognize that fact and cut down my report from its usual 
full blathering page to a single sentence; after all , the silence to my previous efforts here has been deafening 
and the message is obvious: 
(continued on page 10) 

At Right: 
Club member Nary Twonay demonstrates the 
utilization of articles of clothing in relation to 
astronomical observing. In this demonstration, 
Nary shows how a humble pair of braces, when 
properly aligned with Polaris, can guide one 's 
scope toward the target within an error factor of 
four buttons. Further, Nary's trousers depict a craggy 
version of the Lunar surface. In those months when 
he doesn't rigorously apply a lint shaver, a semblance 
of marea & craters are seemingly apparent. Without 
the application of the braces, an extremely close version 
of the full Moon is evident. (not suitable for small pets 
& young children) (Photo by brother Barely Twonay) 
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A challenging object for variable star observers is Alpha Solaris, a -2?h magnitude star notable for its unusually 
rapid apparent proper motion. 

As far as I've been able to determine, Alpha Solaris has the largest measured apparent proper motion of any 
known star. Reputable sources report the yellow dwarf star's vector altazimuth movements to be in the range 
of 15 degrees/hour, or 24 hours of Right Ascension per day. 

Perhaps because this unique star moves so rapidly, I could not find its position catalogued in any common 
reference; neither Norton's, Uranometria, nor the Palomar Sky Survey plates provide a useful guide to locating 
this spectacular object. 

Experienced observers report several useful techniques that may be used to locate and observe this rapidly 
moving variable. 

While I have a personal interest in this intriguing star, I must admit that I have yet to try many of these 
methods. My personal favourite technique, "8" while not as elaborate, has proven effective, and I enthuSiastically 
recommend it to fellow observers. Method "A" is more precise, and is recommended only to truly serious, 
technically oriented observers. Its instructions are written assuming the use of a standard Dobsonian mount. 

Method "A": 
Lay a white sheet, approximately 2 m square, on flat ground at your observing site. Set up your telescope 
mount over the centre of the sheet. Determine the precise latitude of your observing site. This is easily done 
using an inexpensive GPS unit, a Geographical Survey of Canada map, or by observing from a site of known 
latitude, such as an airport. Another alternative is to sight Polaris, measure its altitude in degrees, and then 
use that figure as your latitude. From the careful polar alignment position of your telescope, rotate it in 
azimuth by 180 degrees. Lock the scope in that axis. Now rotate the tube upward by precisely 90 degrees, 
passing through the zenith. Lock the 2nd axis. Cover scope, and wait until the first vernal or autumnal 
equinox with good sky conditions. 

Now comes the time consuming part. Each hour or so, look at the white sheet underneath your telescope. 
Compare the brightness under your scope to that at the corners of the sheet. If there is a difference in 
brightness of 6 times or more (a photographic exposure meter is useful for this, and much less expensive 
than most astrophotometric sensors), Alpha Solaris is likely above the local horizon, and will soon be observable 
from your location. Take careful note of the size and direction of the darker area underneath your 'scope. As 
Alpha Solaris rises, the dark patch will shrink in area. Check each hour, until this "shadow" nears Polaris's 
direction, as recorded earlier. If the shadow is within 10 degrees of that position, Alpha Solaris will be 
observable in about 40 minutes. If it's within 5 degrees, plan to observe in 20 minutes, etc. 
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Place a low power eyepiece in the scope. Using either a commercially available mylar filter or eyepiece 
projection to protect your vision from the star's fierce radiation , begin observing a few minutes beforehand, 
and you should see Alpha Solaris enter the field of view shortly. It is thrilling to watch this elusive star zip 
across the field , racing along as it transits your field of view. 

Note that this technique is especially effective from extreme latitudes, where Alpha Solaris is circumpolar for 
long periods. 

Method "B": 

At Right: Actual photograph 
of Alpha Solaris taken by the 
author using new film at F 2.0. 
Her cold camera warmed up 
during the process. 
Instrument used was a 5" 
refractor (F 6.0). Her second 
attempt, once the dust cap 
was removed, produced this 
great astrophoto at right. 

Lazy Observer's Method .. . Not as precise, but enjoyable for casual observing. Travel to a tropical location, 
preferably near water. Beaches provide an ideal situation. 
Lie on beach, noting any differential in temperature between areas of your exposed skin . An icy distilled or 
fermented liquid makes an ideal reference to compare any perceived skin temperature increase. After several 
hours observing, (belly side up) the patient astronomer will notice one side of the body being several degrees 
warmer than the other. Orient that side directly east. Continue with many strong, cool drinks to provide a 
convenient temperature comparison. (Some observers report considerably more "spectacular" observations 
if this "comparative liquid consumption" (or CLC) technique is used persistently. It's hard work, but apparently 
well worth it.) 

Put on your sunglasses, pre-equipped with #14 welders glass lenses. At local noon (consult the sidereal time 
charts in the Observer's Handbook, or scan the area for Englishmen or mad dogs) look toward your toes 
(north) , then scan directly upwards towards the zenith . You may be able to see a large bright star, exhibiting 
a disk approximately as wide as a full moon. This is Alpha Solaris. You have achieved a daylight observation 
of a dwarf star over 150 million kilometres awayl If you cannot see it, check for an eclipsing object, such as 
an umbrella, sun hat, or beachside bartender. 

Better yet, if you have prepared well by following the CLC technique for an extended period, you may see 
several more stars, located on either side of the central star (Take that, Larry). Some dedicated CLC-primed 
observers even report visually observing movement (hicl) of these secondary stars, seeing them spin, pulsate, 
and orbit. 

This makes an ideal winter observing project, requiring minimal equipment and achieving maximum observing 
pleasure. I recommend the study of this wonderful celestial object to any dedicated astronomer. 

- by Zo/a Prominence 
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Alternative Alternatives To Traditional Alternatives For Artistic Media In Relation 
To Manual Reproductions For Film, Audio or Alternate Art: ...... Drawing 

A paper submitted by: Mr. Bucky T. Werebeaver, Blackfoot Correspondent, 
based upon a conversation among Wary Wood, Wennis Boucher, and anyone else stuck listening ... 

Abstract: Sure it is, but this is a funny month! 
Resume: Thanks/ Let's start again. 

If you're going to try and copy what you 've observed, then do it/ Never mind buying expensive artist's books, 
charcoal, ... . or even colored pencils! Just use what you got! Just take this here wonderful and spontaneous 
sketch that I've made here. This is Mars - as if you couldn 't tell! I just decided to draw the darn thing, and what 
do you know? I got no pencil, no paper - no nothing/ I was at Blackfoot with Wennis the other night and the 
detail on Mars was not too bad. Also, we could only see deep sky things down to about 19.3 mag. and were 
therefore somewhat bored. Wennis was over at the beaver damn and had those critters pretty discouraged. 
He showed them how to build better and faster. The ungrateful little rodents acted like they had never seen a 
router before! Characteristically, Wennis modestly said " ... it was no big deal. Just a bit of planning and some 
router work on their damn dam. It only took about 15 minutes and it will now fit into a Toyota Supra .. .. .. " 

But back to the point, I just wanted to draw Mars. So I dashed over to my truck and found the stub of a pencil 
on the floor next to the remainder of a tuna sandwich. Looking around, I chased after a -1.0 mag. serviette 
blowing by on the ground under the constellation Cephus. A quick sketch, and I now have this little beauty 
that you see here. Get creative and sketch those memories of what you've observedl 

At Right, over there, yeah! That way: 

MARS, as sketched by Wary Wood 
12.5" Dobsonian refractor @ 190X 

Note the areas where you can see stuff, 
plus all the dots and squiggly lines. 
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First-Time author! 
featuring 

Bucky The Werebeaver 

starBUST always welcomes 
deep commentaries from 

interested parties at our deep 
sky site - Blackfoot. While this 
is certainly not the first article 
submitted by an other-than
human correspondent, we 

WERE unaware of the level of 
articulation, photography, and 

style ( see photo at left), 
currently surrounding us as we 

observe at Blackfoot, nightly. 
Most folks are simply happy that 

there's an outdoor biffy. .. 

(Left) Photo of the author by 
Dave Robinson, using Fuhi 

200 Gold Razorback film with 
the icky coating at F 3.47 

with hip waders ..... Readers 
from last year will 

undoubtedly remember the 
exploits of Bucky The 

Werebeaver. It's even better 
to now have a photo. Thanks 

Dave, for this great 
astrophoto taken at Blackfoot. 
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(continued from page 5) 

who wants to read a bunch of self-serving claptrap 
about what a great club we have or what terrific ob
servers we are or how we've done an excellent job in 
some facet of public education or how we're spitting 
into a Class 5 hurricane force wind in the area of light 
pollution; or in particular, who the heck wants to read 
Bruce's feeble attempts at artfully-composed philo
sophical meanderings when he obviously is about as 
deep as the sewer (but accomplishes far, far less) but 
where else can he find a forum to ramble on and on 
and on about mundane matters which may occasion
ally be slightly related to astronomy but which are 
usually restricted to delivering self-congratulatory re
marks, issuing unrequited attaboys, paying lip service 
- even though I don't type with my lips, ha, hal - to 
new members or novice observers, or endlessly, re
lentlessly, continuously, incessantly promoting the 
Observatory, not to mention (but I will anyway) beg-
ging for volunteers - for example, we continue to need ........... _------____ _ 
volunteers for the Observatory, and volunteers for ~ 

Public Education presentations to school kids, and 'Do 
volunteers for the Astronomy Workshop, and more ~ e 
submissions to ·Stardust·, particularly first-time con- ___________ --... ".~ 
tributors (although experienced authors are obviously 
more than welcome as well) , and of course speakers 
at the meetings, be they newcomers presenting "Con
stellation of the Month", experienced observers giving 
reports on their ongoing projects, or barely intelligible 
graduate students giving "popular-level" presentations 
packed with a pleonastic plethora of polysyllabic 
phraseology - hey, it's traditionall - when the only re
ward for dOing any of these volunteer activities is such 
dubious recognition as a pat on the back from yours 
truly (not literally, you understand; I'm not into that 
touchy-feely stuff, especially in such litigious times 
as these - but that's a subject for another rant (don't 
get me started!)), but if you think volunteer work is a 
drag, how would you like ·my· job, where I have to 
virtually GET DOWN ON MY HANDS AND KNEES 
AND BEG for 

(continued on page 13) 
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As I was looking in the air, 
I saw a comet that wasn't there, 

It wasn't there again today, 
I think I'll call it Woody-A. 

- Mike L. Angelo 
(Actual AstroPhoto of Comet 
Woody-A by Paul Campbell) I 

HOT 
NEW 
~ 



SOLAR ICllPSI 
lel/PIIDf 

starBUST has learned from reliable, underground sources 
(photo at right) , that several RASC members claiming to 
have gone to the Caribbean to view the solar eclipse , were, 
in fact, holed up in local hotels that week. Copies of the 
registers of the New West Hotel, Sands Motor Inn and the 
Transit Hotel, contain the names of at least seven weI/
known members of the Club. Sporting trouble lights and 
circular pieces of cardboard, some were spotted video 
taping themselves at West Edmonton Mal/ Waterpark. a 
few were also seen entering local tanning salons. Bruce 
McWordy, RASC President, was astounded at the depraved depths to which these Club 
members had stooped. "I take this very seriously," he said while sipping a Pepsi. 
"Astronomers, as a rule, exemplify the shrewdest integrity and demonstrate impeccable 
moral fortitude in the choices they make. That these people would stay at such sleazy, 
VL T-in fes ted, third-rate hotels is utterly beyond belief. I am flabbergasted!" The members 
involved could not be reached for comment. - Pel Licanebula 

There was a man from Nantuckett 
Whose 'scope was just a light bucket 

He aimed with a whim 
Filled it up to the brim 

With photons from a light socket 

In the world of exploding supernova 
Was an astronomer thought himself a 
Casanova 

As the spectrum shifted red 
The thought entered his head 

'Twas like a search for interstellar ova 

- Oa Cube 
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Time /or tl cPtll1ge 

One of my pet peeves occurs (appropriately) right around April Fool 's Day every year when the powers 
that be bounce our clocks ahead a whole hour in a single, jarring thrust. The concept is referred to as 
"Daylight Savings Time" (DST) , a term which must have been coined by the same accountants who figured 
out that last "tax break". Obviously, there are no savings whatsoever: everything is just moved ahead an hour 
(or delayed an hour, depending on one's point of view) . 

There are numerous negative consequences to this action: as we "spring ahead" those of us who are 
slaves to the clock lose an hour's sleep, we lose a whole other hour readjusting all our electronic clocks and 
watches, there is an increase in things like traffic accidents and air traffic controller errors, our circadian 
rhythms suffer what amounts to collective jet lag, and the whole world is a grouchier place. I personally find 
that my Irritability Quotient (IQ) rises a few points each April, partly because I'm now an hour and a half late 
for everything instead of just my customary half an hour - remember, I was raised on the abomination known 
as Newfoundland Time - but more because it's suddenly bedtime before it's dark enough to do any observing. 
That's why I refer to DST as "Darkness Stolen Time". My biggest problem, though, is remembering to change 
the conversion from Universal Time (UT) from minus 7 hours to minus 6 ... or is it the other way around? How 
can they call it "co-ordinated" Universal Time when it's suddenly out of synch with just about every other clock 
in the so-called civilized world? 

My proposal is therefore to introduce a new concept consistent with those already in place. I call it 
Universal Daylight Time (UDT). The idea is to simply spring the Official Clock at Greenwich ahead an hour 
also, which would ensure that conversions from UT would remain consistent in any time zone. If the official 
timekeepers decided to get on stream in this manner, they might be able to regain some semblance of control 
over the whole system. It certainly needs an overhaul and who better to do it than a bunch of cold, calculating, 
rational astronomers? Just think of the potential improvements. For one thing, since DST currently rules 
from early April to late October, the conversion is centred somewhere around the middle of July. Totally 
illogical : if they gave a whit about symmetry the focal point would obviously be the summer solstice. Why not 
spring ahead at the vernal equinox and fall back at the autumnal? 

(continued on page 13) 
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(continued from page 12) 

Of course, the pitfalls to this proposal would have to be overcome. No astronomical events of any type 
could be permitted between Oh and 1 h UT on March 20 - which would be internationally known as the 
Daylight Universal Hour (DUH) . On the other hand, the events between 23h and Oh on September 23 would 
be doomed to repeat. Actually, that would be a great time to schedule solar eclipses; everybody who's ever 
seen one wanted an instant replay. The mind positively boggles at the possibilities. 

Another idea worthy of merit would be to lessen the impact of DST by bringing it on in increments of five 
minutes per week right up to the solstice. People would hardly miss five minutes' sleep. And it's not that 
embarrassing to be five minutes late (ask one who knows!). Of course, this would mean even more fiddling 
with clocks and playing with people's minds, but... 

Or perhaps the best idea would be to spring ahead one April and just stay there. People would easily get 
used to midday always occurring at 1 p.m. - after all , that's the majority situation right now. Then we could 
permanently adjust our schedules and leave the @#$%I\&* clocks alone. 

(continued from page 10) 

- by Bruce McWordy 
(photo of the author by Myr E. Paulsun) 

people to represent our club, especially given the motley cast of characters I have to work with ... although on 
the bright side, my sentence is just about up - "which one?" you may be asking, "his sentence as President, or 
the single sentence that he promised for this month's President's report?" - but bear in mind I didn't promise it 
would be a *short* sentence: I haven't written too many of those since I got an extra five per cent in English 20 
for my complex sentence structure, and a little positive feedback is alii ever need; my pappy always told me 

- I shouldn't bury my talents, so why should I simplify my writing style, especially in this modern era of spell 
checkers and cut and paste which allows me to edit things down to aT - although the darn grammar checker 
never seems to understand my "stream of consciousness" approach to writing, but then again anybody who 

'" expects a computer to be smart is ripe for a fall , so one has to take its silly silicon suggestions with a s#$*load 
of salt, or else one runs the risk of allowing oneself to become a mindless automaton devoid of free thought, 
and while it's probably more possible to get away with that in this day and age than ever before, people like that 
are a complete waste of skin in my opinion - don't you agree? - who deserve to be 

(continued on page 69) 
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BLACKFOOT 
AND 
WASKAHEGAN 
STAGING AREAS 
TOGETCOKE 
MACHINES 
On the heels of their recent arrangement with the U of A, Coca-Cola of Canada Ltd. has struck a deal with 
Alberta Environment and The Friends of Blackfoot. For an as yet undisclosed amount of funding, Coke 
machines will be installed outside at the Blackfoot and Waskahegan staging areas. This has local astronomy 
enthusiasts, members of the RASC, somewhat concerned. RASC Observing Coordinator, Wary Wood, is 
worried that freedom of choice is being compromised. "Personally", he said, "I don't drink the stuff. But I know 
for a fact we have Pepsi drinkers in the Club." When asked if the light pollution from the machines would pose 
a problem, Wary replied , "You mean they're going to plug them in?" 

( Stardust Page 14 ) 

- Johnny Eridanus 

At Left: Still another fabulus view of 
Comet Hail-Blob, as seen passing 
over the World's Largest Perogy, 
located in the small town of Lower 
Overshoe, Alberta. Fabulus astrofoto 
by Normally Chompers, RASC 
astrofotographer by nite, & a Dental 
Hygienist by day. Wayta go, 
Normally! (Her friends call her 
Normal ... ) 



CROSSDRESSINGNIGHT 
AT THE DARK SITEl WHY NOT! 

In an attempt to shed the stodgy image of astronomy 
and bring a little levity to those long hours of 
observing, RASe members Wary Wood and Wennis 
Boucher are organizing a cross-dressing night at the 
Blackfoot Staging Area. "It's just clean fun ," said Wary. 
"Wennis and I know that several members, like 
ourselves, enjoy doing this kind of thing. It's an 
opportunity to 'show your wears', so to speak, and 
get a little feedback on your outfit." starBUST asked 
the two gentlemen what they might be wearing on 
this occasion . Wary:" I like a 6.2 magnitude one
piece faint and fuzzy spandex with a tasty heel , 
topped off with a genuine Lucille Ball red-headed 
wig." 

Wennis: "I'm a little more conservative than Wary. In the warmer months, I like fishnet stockings 
topped of with a veil of silver, reminiscent of the Veil Nebula. Nothing too flashy, I like to keep it 
simple." When asked if anyone would really be able to see their outfits under the dark skies of 
Blackfoot, Wary replied, ItOh yes. Once you're dark-adapted, you should have no trouble spotting 
us, naked eye." - Sid Lepton. 

(The stars DO come out at night! So 
welcome, ... welcome ... fellow Club, & 
especially new members. Be sure to 
join us at Blackfoot when on Club 
nights, our very own Wardrobe Co
ordinators, Bop & Show-Me Yourig, 
will bring along the Club 18" 
wardrobe trunk and provide 
assistance in polar aligning your 
ensemble. And remember, our 
Loaner Outfit program will allow you 
to try before you buy! Just see Ned 
Newcombe. - Ed.) 

FOR SALE: 10" MEEP Siopsonian with just a, to-die-for Poncet. Finished in a lavender blue motif, 
this scope is accessorized with a matching set of Nagging Lurs eyepieces. May consider trade for 
pickup truck (this IS Alberta ... ) or, the "grinder" outfit, as modelled by Barry Arnold at last year's 
Banquet. Phone B. A. Sport at 555-8444 after 5 p.m. 
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EDMONTON'S LARGEST TELESCOPE DEALER P HONE: ~ 0:3) 452-9100 

Featuring Celestron and Meade products . 
All catalogue items can be special ordered if not in stock. 

Drap by and see our selection of books, posters, slides, 
novelties, holograms, binoculars and telescope accessories . 

Edmonton Space & Science Centre 
11 21 1 - 1 42 Street 


